Grey Water Reactor

Vestelli Bio-3
Complete eﬀective system for grey water treatment
with a single stand alone unit. Optimal solution with dry

Highlights

toilet for residential and leisure buildings.

Puriﬁcation is based on

Fast and ﬂexible installation

boosted oxidation

without anchoring

Exceptionally high and

Minor maintenance without

oﬃcially tested performance

ﬁlters, easy access to desludge

Fullﬁlls the highest

Secure function, based on a

puriﬁcation requirements

free ﬂow across the system

Full functionality immediately

Stand alone unit. No need for

after installation

a separate inﬁltration ﬁeld

Secure in all weather and

Attractive design enables proper

soil conditions

landscaping at ground level

Satisfaction
guaranteed!
Customer satisfaction survey
is constantly conducted.
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Simple, effective

& functional!

General Manager of NHL-team Columbus Blue Jackets,
Jarmo Kekäläinen, chose Vestelli Bio-3 to his residence.
Decision criteria were the high level of puriﬁcation, small
space requirement, quick installation and eﬀortless

Jarmo Kekäläinen
General Manager of Columbus

maintenance.

Blue Jackets, NHL

Watch the installation video at www.vestelli.fi

Electric fan boosts the

Biomodules purify grey water

oxidation in Biomodules.

by oxidation. Extremely hight
performance.

Flexible installation. Height
Puriﬁed water ﬂows directly

diﬀerence between inlet and

inti a ditch.

outlet pipe 5cm only.
Reactor is divided in three

Coarse ﬁlter completes the

sections. It separates eﬃciently

highest puriﬁcation level.

grease and organic material.
Free ﬂow function throught all
sections. No risk for overﬂow hazards.

Contact

Vestelli Bio-3

Sustainable solution. Minor
maintenance, no ﬁlters needed.

Vestelli Bio-4

Nominal ﬂow = 1-5 persons (600 l/day)

Nominal ﬂow = 1-10 persons (1200 l/day)

Size = Ø 1200 mm, h= 2000 mm

Size = Ø 1200 mm, h= 2500 mm

Weight = 1200 kg

Weight = 1700 kg

Power = 45 W - 230 V - 0,2 A

Power = 45 W - 230 V - 0,2 A

Jätevesiliike Vestelli Oy - Aleksanterinkatu
29 - 33100 Tampere - Finland

We are looking for International
Sales Candidates.
Great opportunity to build a proﬁtable business with a

+358 10 232 7220

proven technology. Vestelli oﬀers the most advanced and

jcontact@vestelli.fi

secure system for grey water treatment. Key market

www.vestelli.fi

segments include residential and leisure buildings.
Please contact with email: raimo.pirhonen@vestelli.ﬁ

